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Preface

This catalog is dedicated to a remarkable object, an image of the god Amun. The 
recent history of this sculpture leads us back to the 1950s when it was part of a private 
collection in Paris. For a long time, however, its dating has not been fully understood 
by scholars and also private connoisseurs were uncertain how to place it in time. This is 
understandable, since the sculptural style does not correspond well with the numerous 
images of Amun that were commissioned in the late 18th Dynasty – the period of 
Tutanchamun and Horemheb.

This changed in 2006 when Prof. Dr. Raymond Johnson examined the sculpture. He 
attributes it to the 19th Dynasty, commissioned early in the reign of Seti I. His dating 
is inspired by the work of Dr. Hourig Sourouzian, as she researched the gradual shift in 
style of sculptures and reliefs in the transition period from the late 18th into the 19th 
Dynasty.

Stylistically, the Amun indeed shows striking similarity with Seti’s sculpture from his early 
period, in which the 18th Dynasty style of carving still echoes. However, some aspects 
of Amun's physiognomy also clearly differ from those of Seti. This catalogue presents 
the results of comparative study – a process of careful observation and interpretation 
– with the aim of placing the sculpture in its proper context.

An important contribution is a discovery by Guiseppina Capriotti Vittozzi. A head in the 
Museo Barracco, Rome – previously believed to represent Ramses II – is now attributed 
to Seti I. Her discovery stood at the heart of creating this catalog and I am thankful to 
include a summary of her research.

In addition, I am also indebted to Daphna Ben-Tor and to Raymond Johnson for their 
participation and kind advice. Their previously published articles are a central part of 
this catalogue, while the careful observations of other scholars and private connoisseurs 
have also been of great value. It is hoped that this catalogue will contribute to the 
discussion about the art-historical aspects of this highly interesting early 19th Dynasty 
period.

W. Arnold Meijer
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Pharaoh’s reign and religion

Kingship in ancient Egypt is of divine origin and 
based on the thesis that the ruling pharaoh is the 
reincarnation of the god Horus – the first king of 
the united Two Lands. Therefore the pharaoh is 
perceived as a living god and the Egyptians believed 
him to be the mediator between the world of gods 
and the world of men. After death the pharaoh 
became divine and passed on his sacred powers 
and position to the new king, usually his son. As 
a divine ruler, the pharaoh was the keeper of the 
god-given world order, called Maat. A concept 
that also comprised guarding law and justice. 

Pharaoh’s reign needed the dedicated support of 
priesthood. In the many temples and sanctuaries 
daily rituals were to be performed in the name of 
the pharaoh with the aim of favoring the gods. 
These were necessary to guarantee the continued 
existence, the normal cycle of life and to prevent 
from chaos.

Sculptures of gods reflect the time period in which 
they were commissioned. Following the style 
prescriptions of the ruling pharaoh, they often 
display characteristics similar as those found in his 
royal statuaries.
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A head of Amun

Following a period of political breakdown after 
the collapse of the Old Kingdom, the First Inter-
mediate Period, (c. 2134 – 2040 BC), political unity 
was re-established in Egypt by a powerful family 
from Thebes. Pharaoh Nebhepetre Mentuhotep II 
(c. 2061 – 2010 BC) reunited Egypt, restored the 
authority of a single pharaoh over the entire 
country, and effectively launched the Middle 
Kingdom.

At this time an obscure air god Amun, the family 
god of the Mentuhoteps, was theologically (and 
politically) united with the sun god Re. Thence-forth 
Amun-Re reigned supreme as King of all the gods 
of Egypt, Lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands in 
Thebes, with one short but significant interruption. 
Centuries later, in the latter part of the reign of 
Akhenaten (c. 1353 – 1336 BC), the cult of Amun-
Re was violently proscribed and suppressed for 
reasons which elude us even today. On Akhenaten’s 
order, every reference to and representation of 
Amun was excised from every temple, tomb and 
habitation in Egypt, in an extraordinary attempt to 
literally kill the god.

After Akhenaten’s death this policy was quickly 
reversed, and his successors were faced with a 
massive restoration campaign. The temples of 
Amun, closed and desecrated by Akhenaten, were 
reopened, resanctified, and lavishly restored with 
expanded priesthoods. The restoration period 
may have begun during the reign of Akhenaten’s 
enigmatic coregent (and successor?) Smenkhkare, 
but the bulk of the restoration efforts took place 
during the reign of Tutankhamun (c. 1332 – 1322 
BC). Terribly damaged wall reliefs were recarved 
and repainted, and hundreds of new sculptures 
of Amun were commissioned in every imaginable 
stone to replace the images smashed during 
Akhenaten’s iconoclasm. This enormous resto-
ration program continued into the 19th Dynasty, 
well into the reign of Ramses II.

This smaller than lifesize, granodiorite head of the 
god Amun, at first glance displays stylistic features 
which are typical of the late Eighteenth Dynasty 
restoration effort and is similar in scale to other 
known examples from that time. Dozens of the dark 
granodiorite images of the god, usually seated, and 
often with a smaller figure of the king standing at 
his knees, were commissioned during the reigns 
of Tutankhamun and his successors. Two seated 
examples were unearthed within the Luxor Temple 
precinct in 1989, both inscribed for Horemheb, one 
certainly earlier based on stylistic grounds, dating 
to the reign of Tutankhamun.1

The present head is preserved from the base of 
the neck where it joined the shoulders of the 
body, to the lower section of the twin falcon-tail 
plumes mounted on Amun’s flat topped helmet, 
which are broken off at about a third of their 
original height. The plumes extend slightly beyond 
the edge of the helmet on both sides, and pre- 
serve no carved detail differentiating the two 
plumes and no interior detailing of the pinions, 
which is also the case in the two Luxor Temple 
examples. Detailing of this sort was apparently 
done over gilded gesso applied to the surface of 
the stone.2 The back support has a T-shaped profile 
and its edges are chipped. From the side it can be 
seen that the plane of the plumes is almost parallel 
with the vertical plane of the back support, which 
is unusual for these sculptures. Usually the plumes 
tilt back and converge with the back support at 
the top, and Amun looks straight ahead at the 
viewer who would have been at eye level with the 
god. Here, however, the effect is that of the god 
looking down at the viewer – the eyes themselves 
are angled slightly downward – which may indicate 
that the original Amun figure was standing, and 
his head was above the viewer. The upper edge of 
the helmet is broken away on the right side proper, 
and chipped along the edge, otherwise the head is 
relatively undamaged.
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There are no traces of any inscription, and it is 
probable that the back support was uninscribed. 
While displaying some standard late 18th Dynasty 
characteristics, this head of Amun also exhibits 
stylistic details which are not typical for that time.

The ears are well preserved and finely modelled: 
large and full with fleshy, round, protruding lobes, 
not the usual long and narrower ears of the late 
18th Dynasty. The right ear is slightly larger and 
placed slightly higher than the left. The god’s beard 
is broken away just below the chin, which is full and 
wide. The lips are well formed with a hint of a smile, 
and the line between the lips is smooth and flat; 
the outline of the lips is delicately modelled. The 
philtrum between the lips and nose is well defined, 
and the nose is straight-bridged and short. The 
eyebrows are not carved, which is typical for the 
late 18th Dynasty, but the wide-spaced eyes are 
carved with a pinched inner canthus and an upper, 
lined eyelid which is not typical.

Comparison with other Amun heads from the late 
18th Dynasty restoration period, Tutankhamun, 
Aya and Horemheb, reveal no match. This head 
represents a stylistic crossroads, a mixture of the 
post-Amarna, late 18th Dynasty style and some-
thing else, something later.

It is most likely that this remarkable head of Amun 
is an early sculpture of Seti I (c. 1290 – 1279 BC), 
son of Ramses I, founder of the 19th Dynasty, and 
father of Ramses II. In a brilliant study published 
in 1993, Hourig Sourouzian showed how Seti I 
followed the 18th Dynasty sculpture style at the 
beginning of his reign, and she demonstrated how 
his named sculptures through time slowly changed 
and evolved into what we consider the Ramesside 
style.3 In her study, she publishes two early heads 
of Seti I in khepresh crowns from Memphis which 
display 18th Dynasty characteristics, including 
uncarved eyebrows and lined eyes identical to 
our Amun.4 She also publishes a similar, albeit 
smaller example of a granodiorite Amun head 
inscribed for Seti I from Karnak found in 1982.5  

The facial characteristics of it and the present 
Amun are clearly the same, and the eye treatment 
is particularly striking.

Later inscribed sculptures of Seti I, such as in the 
Dallas Museum of Art,6 looking distinctly more 
Ramesside with cosmetic eyes and eyebrows, fuller 
cheeks and smaller lips, also display the same squat 
ears with protruding lobes found on the Amun head 
discussed here. It is probable that our sculpture 
originally came from Karnak, where Seti I expanded 
Amun’s mighty temple and began construction of 
the great Hypostyle Hall.

WRJ 

1 See M. El-Saghir, The Discovery of the Statuary Cachette of Luxor Temple (Mainz am Rhein 1991), 62–68: Luxor Museum Nos. 834 and 823.
 Illustrated above: No. 834, seated statue representing Amen with the features of Horemheb and a king figure in front (only partly shown).
2 This author saw scraps of gilded gesso adhering to a composite sculpture with similar surface treatment also found in the Luxor Temple  

cachette, of a king kneeling before a seated statue of Atum, inscribed for Horemheb. See Johnson, Amarna Letters 3, 132, n. 20.
3 H. Sourouzian, “Statues et representations de statues royals sous Séthi I”, MDAIK 49 (1993), 239–257, Pls. 45–51.
4 Sourouzian, MDAIK 49, Pl. 46 c and d.
5 Sourouzian, MDAIK 49, Pl. 46 a.
6 Sourouzian, MDAIK 49, Pl. 49, Dallas Museum of Art, Inv. Nr. 1984.50 (illustrated in the present catalogue on p.20).
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Sourouzian Pl. 46 a

Sourouzian Pl. 46 c Sourouzian Pl. 46 d
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In the Museo Barracco in Rome a royal head is 
preserved that previously has been attributed 
to Ramses II, but which new evidence suggests 
depicts Seti I (c. 1306 – 1290 BC). The head is 
well preserved and executed with great care. The 
oval face has a pronounced brow ridge, small eyes  
with a pinched inner canthus and lined upper 
eyelids. The right brow shows faintly incised 
linings, perhaps meant to accentuate a cosmetic 
eyebrow, but missing on the left. The corners of  
the mouth are slightly raised, giving the face a 
friendly expression. The sensitive features of this 
royal head show remarkable similarities to those of 
the Amun.

In a recent study1 Dr. Guiseppina Capriotti Vittozzi 
discovered the head originates from the medieval 
castle Savelli di Borghetto near Grottaferrata. It 
came in the collection of Giovanni Barracco in 
1908, the same year of its alleged discovery, and 
was offered to him by his friend and antiquities 
dealer Ludwig Pollak. She compared the head with 
the lower part of a sculpture found in the same 
vicinity in 1885, at present preserved in the Museo 
dell’Abbazia di San Nilo. Based on the remaining 
text at the back pillar both parts are now attributed 
to Seti I. They belonged to a seated sculpture, very 
similar to a famous statue of Ramses II, now in 
Turin2. 

Both sculptures portray youthful rulers holding in 
front the crook (heka). However, instead of wearing 
the nemes headcloth and the royal beard both are 
crowned with the khepresh, the ceremonial blue 
crown with coiled ureaus. In a recent study3 the 
seated Ramses II is attributed to the event of his 
coronation. Very similar, both in style and detail, is 
another sculpture of Ramses II, now in Cairo4, also 
presenting him as a youthful pharaoh, or perhaps as 
crown prince, but here wearing the round ‘Nubian’ 
wig adorned with a band supporting the ureaus.

AM 

An important discovery in Rome

1 Giuseppina Capriotti Vittozzi, La statua di Sethi I da Grottaferrata, 
Accademia delle Scienze di Torino (2010), pp. 139 –159.

2 Museo Egizio Torino, Inv. Nr. 1380.
3 Hourig Sourouzian (2019), Catalogue de la statuaire royale de la 

XIXe dynastie, BiEtud 177: no. 205, p. 321.
4 Ibid, no. 79. pp. 145-146; Egyptian Museum Cairo, Inv. Nr. CG 616.
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Lower part of the seated statue inscribed for Seti I
Museo dell’Abbazia di San Nilo
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Right column:
[...]  holding kingship of Ra, expanded the House of Ra, who brought him into the world  [...]

Left column:
[...]  on her throne (of Maat), king of Upper and Lower Egypt, Men-Maat-Ra, son of Ra  [...]
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Reconstruction of the complete statue of Seti I based on the fragments preserved
in Museo Barracco, Rome, and Museo dell’Abbazia di San Nilo, Grottaferrata.

Graphic design by Marcello Bellisario, (ISCIMA – CNR)
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Statue of Ramses II seated, Museo Egizio, Torino, Inv. Nr. 1380. Discovered
in 1818 by Jacques Rifaut and brought to the museum in numerous fragments.

The sculpture became one of the museum’s best known and most admired works. 
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Stylistic comparison

The present head is commissioned only a few 
decades later than the many images of Amun 
from the reigns of Tutanchamun and Horemheb. 
Reminiscent of the late 18th Dynasty style are the 
sensitive features with uncarved eyebrows and a 
drooping lower lip. Clearly deviating, however, 
are the eyes with pinched inner cantus and the 
upper eyelids that are lined. Another difference 
is the shape of the mouth. With our sculpture the 
mouth has upward corners while the Amarna and 
post Amarna treatment of the mouth is either 
horizontal or downward. Yet another difference is 
the form of the ears. With the present Amun these 
are more fleshy than the elongated narrow shape 
usually seen in the sculptures from Tutanchamun 
and Horemheb. The unnatural raised ears itself is 
a trait already found in some royal sculpture from 
the Middle Kingdom.

Innovative in the Amun head is bringing the chin 
backwards, behind the vertical line which is defined 
by the forehead. When viewed from a lower 
position, and the top of the ears align with the 
eyebrows, the facial expression is serene yet at the 
same time youthful and friendly. The effect is that 
of a divinity looking down to the mortal without 
him bending the head. A very similar shortened 
jawbone is found in the seated statue of Ramses 
II in Museo Egizio, Torino. Although there are also 
clear stylistic differences, this is a detail not to be 
overlooked.

Moreover, strong resemblance to the facial fea-
tures is in a colossal sculpture preserved at the 
Temple of Ptah in Memphis. Wearing the nemes 
headcloth, surmounted with the double crown of 
upper and lower Egypt, it is considered an early 
statue of Ramses II, bearing his cartouches on the 
shoulder and on the chest. Similar style charac-
teristics are the shape of the nose, the form of the 
ears and the upward corners of the mouth.

This sculpture of indurated limestone already 
has the accentuated eyebrows and cosmetic eye 
lining in raised relief that were to become more 
characteristic for the later Ramesside time period, 
while with the Amun these remained uncarved.

A further comparison is in a royal sculpture, also 
wearing the nemes, in the Roemer- und Pelizaeus 
Museum Hildesheim. This unfinished head is 
also regarded to represent the young Ramses II. 
Although the mouth with upward turned corners 
is slightly smaller, its slender face, the shape of the 
ears and undefined eyebrows are very similar.

- 1 -
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Sculptures for Seti I tend to have a more full and 
mature face while his ears are usually smaller and 
of different shape than those of Ramses II, as can 
be seen also with the head of the pharaoh which is 
now in the Dallas Museum of Art. His identity has 
been established by the cartouche on the back. 
The king appears to be youthful although already 
being at age at the time he was portrayed. His facial 
expression is calm and decisive and the upper body 
is powerful in shape.

Illustrations:

1 Head of Tutanchamun, Metropolitan Museum, Inv. Nr. 07.228.34.
2 Regine Schultz und Matthias Seidel, Ägypten, Die Welt der  

Pharaonen (Köhln 1997), S. 204, Abb. 105.
3 Arne Eggebrecht, Pelizaeus-Museum Hildesheim, Die Ägyptische 

Sammlung (Mainz 1993), S. 71, Abb. 65, Inv. Nr. 1882.
4 Dallas MOA, Inv. Nr. 1984.50; also ill. Hourig Sourouzian Pl. 49 a.

The sculptural style of the Amun undoubtedly is 
based on the prescriptions of Seti I. Nevertheless, 
it was not intended to reflect the facial charac-
teristics of the father. For example, comparing the 
shape of the ears, the Ramses II ears are generally 
more full and fleshy than those of Seti I and their 
basic shape continued in his later monumental 
sculpture. Most large size sculptures of Ramses II 
have a broader face with a more mature look. In 
itself this is not surprising: in the course of his reign 
he may have simply instructed to sculpt his images 
in a more formal and severe way. 

The Amun presents the heir to the throne as King 
of the Gods, slightly under life size with friendly and 
divine features. It is a unique sculpture and a rare 
contrast to the many colossal images that would 
dominate his later reign. Statues which amplify 
Ramses II as the powerful pharaoh of Egypt.

AM- 2 -

- 3 -

- 4 -





Amenhotep III 
Luxor CG 42087

Amenhotep III 
Louvre A 25

Akhenaten 
Louvre N 831

Akhenaten Cairo 
JE98925

Tutanchamon
Louvre E 11609

Tutanchamon
Met 07.228.04

Tutanchamun Cairo 
CG 38488

Horemheb Luxor 
Inv. Nr. 834

Seti I Metropolitan 
22.2.21

Seti I Museo 
Barracco MB 12

Seti I Dallas 
DMA 1984.50

Seti I Nicholson 
Museum NM62.657

Ramses II Memphis 
Ptah temple in situ

Amun private 
collection AM 2.36

Ramses II British 
Museum EA19

Ramses II Karnak
Amun temple in situ
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Pharaoh’s ears

Although Egyptian sculpture has shown remark-
able consistency throughout the centuries, each 
pharaoh left its mark on the presentation of his 
statues. While the images of pharaohs can be 
considered as portraits, although usually quite 
idealizing and commissioned under demanding 
prescriptions, the distinction between successive 
rulers may be confusing. One of the elements 
useful for assigning sculpture to a specific pharaoh 
is the form of the ears. This particularly counts for 
prolonged periods of prosperity in which royal 
workshops could produce substantial numbers of 
statues. 

An example is the sculptural style of Akhenaten 
which is certainly most deviant. It is important to 
realize, however, that with a change of reign it may 
have taken time to implement a new set of style 
regulations. Variations in style can also arise simply 
because different master sculptors have been in 
charge. In addition, the practice of appropriating 
statues from a predecessor complicates the 
attribution of sculpture, an important issue that 
has attracted much attention for research. 

Nevertheless, the shape of the ears is an important 
ingredient when looking at sculpture. A key fact is 
that an existing ear cannot easily be recarved into 
another desired shape. This is particularly visible 
in those statues named for Ramses II that were 
appropriated from Amenhotep III.
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Supreme God of the Empire

This elaborate almost life-size head depicts the god 
Amun wearing his typical low round crown; the 
crown was originally surmounted by a pair of tall 
falcon plumes, now partly lost. Amun became the 
patron god of the city of Thebes when the Theban 
Eleventh Dynasty reunited Egypt after the First 
Intermediate Period. Later on, when the Theban 
Eighteenth Dynasty reunited Egypt once again 
after the expulsion of the Hyksos, ushering in the 
New Kingdom, and ancient Egyptian civilization 
reached its military, economic, and cultural peak, 
Thebes became the imperial capital.

As patron of Thebes Amun was soon promoted to 
the position of supreme state god and assumed the 
position of “King of the Gods.” The military victories 
of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasty kings in 
Asia enhanced the position of Amun as supreme 
god of the empire, and he was given sovereignty 
over the deities of the countries under Egyptian 
rule. The pharaohs of this period are regularly 
shown presenting their spoils of war before Amun, 
who is frequently depicted pre-senting the scimitar 
of victory to the king.1

A depiction of this ceremony appears on a victory 
stela erected by Ramses II at Beth Shean, and on 
a cylinder seal from the same site; the former 
shows the divine act performed by Amun, while in 
the latter it is the god Ba‘al-Seth.2 Another object 
from Canaan featuring a depiction of Amun is an 
ivory model pen case from Megiddo, on which the 
god is shown seated on his throne with Ramses III 
kneeling before him in adoration.3

Religious developments in the late New Kingdom 
further elevated Amun to a position of universal 
preeminence; the god is described with such 
epithets as
“His Mysterious Nature is Unknown,”

“No Other Gods Know His True Form,”

“No One Bears Witness to Him,”

These attributes attest to a belief in the all-
encompassing divine power of Amun, whose 
prominence could no longer be challenged by any 
other god. The supreme status of Amun in the New 
Kingdom greatly contributed to the wealth and 
power of his priests, as reflected by the elaborate 
temple complex of the god at Karnak.

The head presented here was dated on stylistic 
grounds to the reign of Seti I of the early Nineteenth 
Dynasty (c. 1294–1279 BCE). New Kingdom portraits 
of the god Amun are often identical to those of the 
ruling king, and it has thus been suggested that the 
youthful facial features of the head may portray 
the young Ramses II, the son and heir of Seti I. The 
statue to which the head originally belonged was 
probably dedicated to the great temple of Amun 
at Karnak by Seti I, who like most pharaohs of the 
New Kingdom, contributed to the expansion of this 
great temple complex.

DBT

1 Daphna Ben-Tor, Pharaoh in Canaan - The Untold Story 
(Jerusalem 2016), no. 48, pp. 122 – 123

2 Ibid, no. 44, pp. 115 – 116.
3 Ibid, no. 34, pp. 92 – 93.
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Ramses I was the founding father of the new 
Dynasty. He was born in Avaris and originally his 
name was Paramessoe.

He was the son of an important military officer 
and his family had climbed up to the highest level 
of society. In the footsteps of his father he was 
appointed head of the division of the archers and 
later became general. Under Horemheb, the last 
pharaoh of Dynasty 18, Paramessoe acted as vizir, 
the most important position at the royal court. In 
addition he was high priest of Amun and had an 
important role during the restoration period of the 
abandoned polytheistic religion.

Horemheb himself had been a general of the 
army, already in function under Akhenaten, but 
not related to the royal family. After the turbulent 
period following Akhenaten’s death and the 
subsequent short-lived reigns of Smenhkhare, 
Neferneferuaten, Tutankhamun and Aya, he 
successfully claimed the throne to rule Egypt as the 
 last pharaoh of Dynasty 18 (c. 1319 - 1307 BC).

Having no heir of himself he chose Paramessoe 
as his follower. This decision may well have been 
influenced by the fact that he already had a son 
(the later pharaoh Seti I) as well as a grandson 
(the later Ramses II); Egypt needed stability. At 
his inauguration Paramessoe adopted the name 
Ramses, born of Ra. He was already an old man, 
however. His son secured the family line as crown 
prince and heir to the throne and held important 
military functions. After a reign of less than two 
years Ramses I died c. 1306 BC.

Seti (c. 1306 – 1290) was known to the Egyptians 
as Men-Maat-Ra, Seti-mer-en-Ptah: Eternal is the 
truth of Ra, Seti beloved of Ptah. During his reign 
Seti actively continued the rehabilitation of Amun 
by restoring the many monuments where the 
name of the god had been chiseled away.

Seti was decisive in the military field as well. He 
reinstated Egyptian authority over large part of 
the Levant, though his attempts to permanently 
recapture Kadesh were blocked by the Hittites.

Around year 9 of his reign, securing his succession 
within the new Dynasty, he appointed his 14-year 
old son as crown prince and heir to the throne, 
which may have been a form of co-regency.

Ramses II (c. 1290 – 1224 BC) is considered the 
greatest pharaoh of all time. He was known as 
User-Maat-Ra, setep-en-Ra: Powerful is the Maat 
of Ra, chosen of Ra. Already in the early part of his 
reign many building projects were commissioned. 
He founded Pi-Ramesse in the Nile Delta as his 
new capital where it served as the base for his 
campaigns in the north.

He personally was leading the army in the great 
battle against the Hittites at Kadesh. Although he 
proclaimed victory, it was in fact undetermined. 
Successful, however, was his peace treaty with 
the Hittites to join forces against the threat from 
Assyria. Parts of the text of this treaty have been 
preserved.1

Ramses The Great reached the very old age of 
ninety years and celebrated as many as fourteen 
Sed festivals, more than any other pharaoh.

He died after a reign of 66 years and was followed 
by his thirteenth son Mer-en-Ptah. His successors 
and later Egyptians called Ramses II the Great 
Ancestor.

AM

The first pharaohs of Dynasty 19

1 Tablet in Akkadian cuneiform text of the treaty between  
Ḫattušili III of Hatti and Ramses II, Istanbul Archaeology  
Museums.

 Wall inscription in hieroglyphic writing, Karnak Precinct of  
Amun-Re.
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May thousands of deities, including the gods and goddesses of Hatti and of Egypt,
witness this treaty between the emperor of Hatti and the pharaoh of Egypt

Also witness are the sun, the moon, the gods and goddesses of heaven and earth,
the mountains and rivers, the sea, the winds and the clouds

The thousands of deities will destroy the house, the lands and the subjects of
those who do not abide by the treaty

The thousands of deities will ensure that those who adhere to it will live a rich
and happy life with their housemates, their children and their subjects
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Religion for the commoner

Egypt knew an enormous number of gods where 
several regions had their own pantheon. Many of 
the gods were only worshiped locally, however 
some gained a more national prominence. Among 
them was the creator god Ptah with his cult center 
in Memphis while Osiris, god of the realm of the 
dead, was worshiped in Abydos. In the course of 
the 18th Dynasty Amun with his mighty temple 
complex in Karnak became the most important 
state god.

Unlike our modern religious practice, ordinary 
people only had limited access to sanctuaries. 
They could enter a temple during special festivities 
but were often restricted to the front courtyard. 
With processions statues of gods were carried 
outside the temple which then permitted having 
visual contact. Favored members of the elite 
placed sculptures of themselves or a stele inside 
the temple walls – a privilege granted by the king: 
hetep-di-nesu. They could thence be near to the 
gods and magically take part in the daily temple 
rituals. Ordinary men, however, could just place a 
provisional stele or a prayer near the rear temple 
wall. 

Amulets were worn in life and accompanied the 
dead in the afterlife. One of the most common 
has been the wedjad, the eye of Horus. From the 
Third Intermediate Period onwards, a growing 
range of amulets provided intimate contact and 
protection. Associated with specific gods these 
were often figurative. Furthermore, it became 
possible to offer a votive, usually a bronze. In the 
Late - and Ptolemaic Period this became common 
practice while the quality declined.
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Epilogue

The Amun undoubtedly is based on the sculptural 
prescriptions of Seti I. However it was not intended 
to portray the father. In his inscribed sculpture the 
face of Seti is fuller and more mature than that 
of the Amun. Also comparing the ears there are 
clear differences. Seti’s ears have relatively small 
ear lobes with a lumb while those of the Amun are 
more fleshy and have a dimple. Similar shaped ears 
are in the seated sculpture of Ramses II in Museo 
Egizio, Torino, as well as in the head of the Roemer 
Pelizaeus Museum, Hildesheim. This sculpture 
remained unfinished and may have even been a 
prototype. Moreover, the shape of these full ears 
was continued in the later colossal sculptures of 
Ramses II.

An important indication is in the shortened jaw-
bone found in both the Amun and the Ramses in 
Museo Egizio, Torino. A facial feature not known 
in other royal statuary of the New Kingdom, nor 
in statues of gods, which suggest both sculptures 
were created around the same time.

These observations support the thesis that the 
Amun was intended to depict the young Ramses as 
King of the Gods, commissioned during the early 
reign of his father. Perhaps even on the occasion 
of his appointment as crown prince and heir to 
the throne or, as believed by others, was made 
co-regent. What could be a stronger position to 
secure the new dynasty.
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